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ENCLOSURES 

Enclosed herewith are 12 copies of a letterhead 

memorandum dated and captioned as above. 

REFERENCES 

Bureau Cable No. 68 dated 4/30/64. 

Letter from the President's Commission General Counsel 

J. LEE RANKIN to the Director dated 4/24/64. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

On 4/11/64 Mr. W, DAVID SLAWSON, Representative of ( ') 

the President's Commission, while at the Mexico City Office, ie, 

displayed to SA ROLF L. LARSON what he claimed had been the ka 

personal address book of LEE HARVEY OSWALD, one page of which ("i 

recorded data relating to the Cuban and Soviet diplomatic |: 

ico City and to the Cuban Airlines _ l. 
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SOURCES 

The confidential source abroad referred to in the 

enclosure is SA ROLF L., LARSON. 
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The confidential source referred to therein who 

furnished igSupnetion co ing the Cuban Airlines operation 

is contact Sere accountant at the Cuban Airlines 

ticket office. © — ae 
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CLASSIFICATION 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 

"Confidential" in order to protect the Bureau’s operations in a 

foreign country and investigative activities by Bureau personnel 

therein. 
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MEXICO CITY 

At Mexico, D. F., Mexico: 

Will continue to handle outstanding leads in connection 

with this case and will report promptly the results thereof. 


